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CROSSOVER

Richard Delgado* & Jean Stefancic**

Most of the contributors to this symposium—probably many of the readers, too—are either scholars of color or fellow travelers who write about indigenous or minority issues. Some are legal scholars who write about discrimination, sovereignty, treaty rights, and other issues affecting communities of color. Others are novelists or poets who write about the lives of Indians, Latinos, or African Americans.

Matthew Fletcher, for example, writes in both genres—classic law review articles about legal issues affecting Indians,1 as well as novels and short stories about them and their lives.2 Some of us combine both genres, as Derrick Bell did in his Geneva Chronicles,3 in which he pioneered legal storytelling in the pages of Harvard Law Review.4

We would like to address an issue that has been on our minds recently—the idea of crossover, a type of writing that addresses minority issues but that aims to reach a broad audience, including mainstream readers from the majority race. Earlier in our careers, we were very much caught up in crossover writing. We took pleasure when our books sold well to the general public or when something we wrote wound up in a syllabus at a major university.5 We

---
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were delighted when the *Wall Street Journal* or *The Nation* reviewed one of our books—even if the reviewer devoted more attention to a pet social theory than to describing our book. We started a filing system of folders containing reviews for each of our books and were disappointed when one of them turned out to be thin.

We told ourselves that good storytelling should engage any reader and that an article or book that educated influential policymakers was doing important work. We told ourselves that Euro-Americans hold most of the power in our society, so educating them on matters of race and sovereignty was a necessary first step toward a just society. We reasoned that writing for judges and legislators could alter the power balance in this country by paving the way for legal change.

We reasoned that every writer aims for the largest possible audience, so why shouldn’t we? We flattered ourselves that we were becoming public intellectuals and were pleased when a writer in a national newspaper referred to one of us that way.⁸

We then ran across a body of writing that stopped us in our tracks.

*Postcolonial Scholarship and the Dilemma of Insurrectionist Writing*

Postcolonial scholarship is a body of writing by Asian, African, and Latin American writers addressing the colonial condition.⁹ These writers, who include Frantz Fanon¹⁰ and Antonio Gramsci¹¹ as forebears and more recently

---


9. See *THE POSTCOLONIAL STUDIES READER* (Bill Ashcroft et al. eds., 1995) [hereinafter READER].


Chinua Achebe, Ngugi wa Thiong'o, Trinh Minh-ha, Gayatri Spivak, Bill Ashcroft, and Arundhati Roy address a host of subjects related to colonialism and its consequences.

Some of these writers address the psychological or spiritual effects of colonialism. Others write about how the colonizing nation rationalizes that it is bringing the blessings of civilization to a backward people. Black Algerian psychiatrist Frantz Fanon writes about the mental health repercussions of colonial rule and proposes some chilling ways that a colonized person may salvage self-respect and personhood. Still others write about resistance and the many ways an occupied people frustrate the will of the invaders. Conversely, some examine cooptation, in which the colonizers recruit educated natives to work in the colonial administration in return for a steady salary and a position of authority over their countrymen and women.

Writers such as Edward Said analyze the role of culture, both high and low, in greasing the wheels of neocolonial exploitation. They write about how the
dominant culture paints the colonial society as intelligent, efficient, scientific, rational, and enlightened, while the native emerges as dark, superstitious, and childlike. Rudyard Kipling, for example, wrote about the white man's burden. Even progressive movies like *Mississippi Burning* feature white heroes who rescue trembling, helpless blacks. These texts ease Europeans' consciences while communicating to the indigenous person that he or she should feel lucky to be governed by such enlightened rulers.

Chicano historian Rodolfo Acuña expressly likened the condition of Mexican Americans in the Southwest to that of an internal colony, while recently a few critical race theorists such as Robert Williams have used postcolonial theory and writings to analyze and understand Native American history.

**Implications for Today’s Writers**

The part of this body of writing that grabbed our attention was that in which postcolonial scholars addressed their own roles as writers and intellectuals. Although a few U.S. scholars, such as Mari Matsuda, argue for a unique minority voice, the notion is controversial. Randall Kennedy, for example, argued that it made no difference who wrote civil rights scholarship so long as it was good and suggested that whites might write in a voice of color, too.

So, what do the postcolonial writers have to say about language, voice, and audience? And what might it mean for writers today? Chinua Achebe, Ngugi wa Thiong’o, both Africans, Haunani-Kay Trask, a Hawaiian, and Trinh Minh-ha, originally from Vietnam, reflect on how the colonial intellectual forced to

speak English or French loses touch with his or her own people. Trask discusses the impact of forcing native Hawaiians to speak English and asserts that the adoption of English as the official language of the islands in 1896 negatively redefined Hawaiian culture and society. Only recently have some Hawaiian children—about one percent—received the opportunity to attend Hawaiian-language immersion schools. Those students not only keep native culture alive, but they have done so while exceeding their peers in standardized English test scores.

A prominent Kenyan postcolonial, Ngugi wa Thiong’o, recalls instances of children receiving punishment if school authorities caught them speaking their African languages:

> We were often caned or made to carry plaques inscribed with the words I am stupid or I am an ass. In some cases, our mouths were stuffed with pieces of paper picked from the wastepaper basket, which were then passed from mouth to mouth to that of the latest offender. Humiliation in relation to our languages was the key.

This happened, of course, with some American Indian, Alaskan Native, and Australian aboriginal children sent to English-speaking boarding schools.

*From Childhood to Adulthood*

But something similar can happen to the adult writer. Ngugi wa Thiong’o tells us that if he writes in English or French, he ends up directing his thoughts to an audience consisting of the occupying forces and their relatives back in the home country. As a writer distances himself from his own culture, he begins to depend more heavily on the patronage or readership of the colonial culture. He tailors his writing to appeal to—or at least not offend—those
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readers. He chooses terms and issues that resonate with the colonials, which they can easily grasp in light of their experience. He softens his punches and makes an effort to reach common ground with them.  

For the postcolonial writer, this can be a big mistake. It may make sense to address a portion of one's writing to European progressives, if only to speed the day when they will leave. But it is a serious error to write with them solely in mind. The reason is that the colonial language stealthily incorporates the worldview of the conquering nation. Terms like "merit," "villager," "hut," "responsible government," "folk medicine," and "tribe" bear shades of meaning that render the colonial subject one-down. One cannot easily make an argument for liberation in that language. All the terms carry meanings that other people have put upon them, so if you try, you sound ridiculous, or, at best, quaint. Standing between cultures can even introduce a kind of ambivalence about resistance itself.  

American civil rights scholar Derrick Bell makes a similar point when he notes that litigation under American law leads public interest lawyers to sacrifice their clients' interests time after time. Alan Freeman showed how the very structure of Anglo-American antidiscrimination law rendered minorities worse off even when they won. Perhaps that is one reason why some critical race theorists forsake traditional legal argumentation in favor of storytelling and counter-storytelling. Dominant narratives such as color blindness or direct-line causation shape antidiscrimination law so deeply that one must begin by making a new start.  

On the other hand, some terms in one's own language do not easily survive translation. Notice how Chinua Achebe, a Nigerian writer, included a glossary in Things Fall Apart in order to explain Ibo words in his English text whose meanings were not clear from their context.

---
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Resistance and the Power to Destroy

If, as Edward Saïd put it, the power to narrate is the power to destroy, what follows? It would seem that resistance figures must tell and retell their own stories, even at some risk. Ngugi wa Thiong’o, for example, explained that when he criticized the racism of the colonial system, he won praises and prizes, and his novels were in all the syllabi. But when he started writing in a language understood by the peasants—Gikuyu—and questioning the very foundations of colonial society, he soon found himself in a maximum security prison. For him, literature was a form of combat. Perhaps that is one reason he wrote children’s stories, too—to prepare the young for the cultural struggles they would have to wage later to avoid taking on the mindset of the oppressor.

Ngugi had plenty of company. Another postcolonial writer, Braj B. Kachru, for example, writes: “The English language is a tool of power, domination, and elitist identity, and of communication across continents,” which he did not mean in a flattering sense. Trinh Minh-ha, a third writer, observed that “[l]anguage is one of the most complex forms of subjugation, being at the same time the locus of power and unconscious servility.” And Raja Rao writes that the colonial subject who adopts the language of the conqueror “has to convey in a language that is not one’s own the spirit that is one’s own. One has to convey the various shades and omissions of a certain thought-movement that looks maltreated in an alien language.” As another postcolonial, Simon During, put it: “For the postcolonial to speak or write in the imperial tongues is to call forth a problem of identity, to be thrown into mimicry and ambivalence.”

45. See Saïd, Culture and Imperialism, supra note 23, at xii.
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48. The Alchemy of English, in Reader, supra note 9, at 291.
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50. Language and Spirit, in Reader, supra note 9, at 296.
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Implacable Dependence

Jean Paul Sartre, in his introduction to Albert Memmi's *The Colonizer and the Colonized*, wrote that the colonized and the colonizer are locked in an "implacable dependence [that] mold[s] their respective characters and dictate[s] their conduct," yet every colonial situation bears the seeds of its own destruction. 52 Not only does the political situation inevitably explode, but the psychological journey of the partly assimilated native also takes its toll. Writing about R.K. Narayan, one of the first novelists in India to write in English, a reviewer wrote: "[His characters], wounded and exiled by the modern world, map out an emotional and intellectual journey that many middle-class people in formerly colonial societies have made: the faint consciousness of individuality and nationality through colonial education; confused anticolonial assertion; postcolonial sense of inadequacy and failure; unfulfilled private lives; distrust of modernity and individual assertion; and finally, in middle or old age, the search for cultural authenticity and renewal in the neglected, once-great past." 53

Trinh Minh-ha writes that stories not only pass on history, but they also remind cultures of their past and of who they are. "Every griotte who dies is a whole library that burns down," 54 she writes. Chinua Achebe observes that only the story can continue beyond the war and the warrior "[to save] our progeny from blundering like blind beggars into the spikes of the cactus fence." 55

Fanon, Sartre, and Leela Gandhi urge that the colonial subject decline recognition or flattery from the French or English oppressors, remembering that knowledge is domination and medicine torture. 56 (What, then, is tenure?) Saïd and David Barsamian say that one should not care about the colonizer's praise or validation. 57

52. MEMMI, COLONIZER, supra note 21, at ix, xvii.
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Hearing One Thing and Saying Another

What does this mean for the participants in this symposium? It suggests that one might need to pay attention to matters of audience and voice. Even when one speaks hard truths to an audience of Euro-American readers, they may easily hear one thing when we think we said another. We inhabit different worlds; as Stanley Fish might put it, we occupy different communities of meaning.

We grant that the situation of a writer of color in North America is not precisely parallel to that of a native intellectual in a postcolonial society. For one thing, we all know that Native American storytelling did not begin when the white man set foot on the North American continent; a rich oral tradition predated all of the postcolonial scholars. Moreover, in Africa and Asia, the colonial occupiers have decamped or might soon with a little encouragement. But a Chicano or Native writer is likely to lead his entire life in a society in which whites are the dominant force and believe that everyone else should assimilate. Whites will also be the largest potential market for his or her books. As Derrick Bell and others have pointed out, social change in the United States must include whites.

This means that one does not have the option of ignoring white readers entirely. But what of internalized colonization—the unconscious softening of one’s punches and the slight changing of one’s language, emphasis, and tone that can easily set in as one sits down in front of one’s computer visualizing a primarily white audience? The drama that we saw play out in Africa, Asia, and Latin America during postcolonial times—and the struggle that native intellectuals in those regions waged to remain true to their histories and tradition—can easily play out, if only unconsciously, in our own minds. This is so because the pressures we face here have much in common with theirs. All good writers want to change the world around them. For the writer of color, part of that challenge is to avoid letting the world change you simply

58. The scholar, for example, writes of black poverty, despair, and incarceration rates; the reader, who is white, thinks: Just as I thought—such a happy-go-lucky culture, they need to learn to value hard work and get a job.


because you want to sell as many books as possible and your editor (probably a middle-aged Anglo woman at a major publishing house with a Ph.D. in English) wants you to stick close to a familiar canon with writing that is a bit sentimental, tragic, gripping, and above all, not too accusatory.

If you are writing for courts you have little choice. You must use the King's English, cite cases and statutes, and adopt the mock-serious prose of the law reviews. You will by necessity enter that other community of meaning, and we hope you remember the way out. Similarly, if you are writing cultural criticism in the form of an essay for The Nation or Harpers, you will inevitably pull your punches in a way that you need not if you were writing for an Indian Country newsletter or the American Indian Law Review. There, the writing can be bold, brash, and direct. One need not write circumspectly, gently inviting outsiders into one's world, trying all the while not to scare them off too soon.

When we write for students (in the form of a casebook, for example), we can sometimes adopt a voice that is a combination of both. Students are a somewhat more forgiving audience than fifty-year-old law professors who read law review articles and third-year articles editors, old beyond their years, who select them. Like Robert Williams, we have come to value writing for students and find that the problems of voice and audience do not rise up as seriously as they do when we are writing books for mainstream adults.

We have lost our enthusiasm for writing traditional law review articles full of cases and policies and linear reasoning, setting up two models for approaching a problem and then pretending, dispassionately, to select the one we always favored. We do still enjoy writing for legal audiences, but we expect those audiences to meet us on our terms. And we incorporate reminders that this is our purpose early on, letting majoritarian readers know that we will be making few concessions to their sensibilities. As Thomas King put it: "I want literature to nettle, to pester, to tickle, mortify, confuse, irk, provoke, delight, badger, distress, chirp, torment, snort, startle, amuse, sadden. Let it offend. Let it heal. Let it not be comfortable."

62. See Fish, Community, supra note 59.
64. Address by Robert Williams, Professor of Law at the University of Colorado, Boulder (March 1998) (advocating this form of scholarship).
Why not take risks? Our people do every day, whether they choose to or not. You probably won’t go to jail, as Ngugi did, or get fired, as Ward Churchill did. The establishment wants you exactly where you are because it believes it can control you by holding out the usual awards of tenure, advancement, writing prizes, sabbaticals, and the like. But what would happen to you if you forfeited these? Very little. Except for damage to your ego, you would live to clack away on your computer another day. The more you write in the vernacular, in a language and with a range of topics that appeal to ordinary Indian or Latino people, the greater your influence will be with those who really matter to you.

Derrick Bell, Mari Matsuda, and Robert Williams say what is on their minds, even if a few majority-race readers with delicate sensibilities go away offended. Of those three only one lost his job, and he landed on his feet.

In an early article, one of us described how majority-race “imperial scholars” dominated the inner circles of civil rights scholarship, citing and taking polite issue with each other and rarely, if ever, citing the work of an emerging generation of minority scholars. He showed how this imperial scholarship gave rise to blumings and skewings in antidiscrimination law and produced a great deal of bland, second-rate work.

Today we urge introspection to ensure that we, too, do not marginalize ourselves by writing, consciously or unconsciously, for white audiences and thereby become collaborators in our own oppression. We don’t exempt ourselves from our own critique and believe we have, at times, been guilty of writing excessively with a white audience in mind.

In a modern classic, Indian law scholar Robert Williams writes about legal scholars as vampires. In a *Michigan Law Review* symposium on legal storytelling, he discusses law school appointments committees as blood-sucking, well-dressed bats that assess minority teaching candidates to see which ones to recruit, socialize, and later sink their fangs into to suck the candidate-victim’s blood dry. If the victims are not turned into bloodless zombies immediately, the Tenure Club and its initiation process will

---


undoubtedly render them so within six years. Vampires have lost all allegiance to the party of humanity, the minority community, and any idea of service. They feed off footnotes and articles that are dry as dust. If they grow up to be Big Vampires, they may receive an invitation to join the vampire club and participate in the initiation, hiring, and socializing of new minority members.\textsuperscript{70}

Williams writes about how he gave up writing law review articles with 250 footnotes, had a long talk with himself, and became a founding member of Vampires Anonymous.\textsuperscript{71} Today he runs an Indian law clinic, argues cases before international tribunals, and continues to write. But now he writes for a different audience of students and Indians. And he says he does not feel so much like a vampire any more.

We are not saying that you need follow his course or ours. We will say, however, that like Williams, since doing so we have begun feeling a lot better about ourselves. And we have not missed a pay raise yet.

\textsuperscript{70} Id.
\textsuperscript{71} Id.